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Extremal problems on
Bondy-Chvdtal closures
Abstract

I" [4], an (rl, a,x)-graph is defined to be a graph of order z with
independence number a and connectivity rc. The extremal (nrarn)graphs - those with the maximum number of edges, are characterized' A graph of order n is BC-cbsed if the degree sum of every
two nonadjacent vertices is at most n - 1. In this paper, we discuss
some extremal problems on BC-cloeed graphs: (i) characterize the
extremal (nonham il lonian) BC-closed graphs with given connectivity;
(ii) cha,racterize the extremal (noaha,miltonian) BC-closed graphs with
given independence numberl (iii) charactenze the extremal BC-closed
nonhamiltonian; (iv) cha,racterize the extremal (nonham iltonian) BCclosed (2, o, r)-graphs.
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Professor Ralph Faudree
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1 Introduction
The graph theoretic terms used but not specified in this paper follow [2].
In [4], an (n, a,n)-graph is defined to be a graph of order n with inde'
pendence number o and connectivity rc. Throughout this paper we assume
that n ) 3. Given two sequences M,N of real numbers, if they are of the
same cardinality and f".,
S D"eff, then we say that M is bounded,by N
and write M < N. If the degree sequence of G is bounded by N, then we
simply write G < N. Similarly we write M < G if. M is bounded by the
d6gree sequence of G. A BC-closeil graph of order n is defined to be a graph
in which the degree sum of every two nonadjacent vertices is at most n'1.
Call a graph eatremal, if it has the maximum possible number of edges.
The objective of this paper is to study some extremal problems on BCclosed graphs. In particualr, we give a compelete characterization of extremal
BC-closed graphs with given connectivity. The extremal nonhamiltonian BCclosed graphs with given connectivity are also studied. Some conjectures are
offered for extremal BC-closed graphs with given independence number and
for extremal BC-closed (rz, o, rc)-graphs.
First we review some results from [4].

Lemma

t

There is an (n,a, n)-graph

it ond only if n 2 a *

rc.

The following result characterizes extremal (n, o, r)-graphd.

Theorem 2 (t{l) The graph A' shown in Figure ?? is the unique extremal
(r,o, n)-graph.

The chvrital-Erd6s theorem below
gives a sufficient condition for
a graph
to be hamiltonian involving the indepeideace
and the connectivity.

Theorem 3 (Chadtal

";;";

and, Erd6s,

(n,o,
s' rc)-graph
' [gr
with n )
--- G be an \'&'
' t/ Let
) 2.
'\')-YtuPn wxan
If a 3 n, then G is hamilton,ian.

and,

n

3

As a consequence, we have

Lemrra 4 (t4il For any nonhamiltonian
(n,a,x)-graph with n
E)2,elr*1.

)

S

and,

The following result completely characterizes
the extremal aonhamiltonian (n, o, rc)-graphs:

Theorem 5 (t4r) Let G be an ectremar
nonham*tonian (n,o,rc)-graph.
rc = 1 then G
= A*i il n > I then

If

if n<2a,
I Ac: Zi * o. r""jr:ii:ln -8,
iif n>za+a-tj
II c.
where

C* and D* are (n, o, x)_graphs shoam

below.

' sometimes we

write c*(nra, r) and D*(n, a, rc) toindicate
the parameters
C* and D*. Notice that when o: n*1,
C* coincides with D*. This graph
is specially denoted a." B*(nrn). In the
case when e: n* 1, Theorem
5
reducm to the following
of.

?l;i.*^

6 (t4l

The sraph

B'(n,x) is the unique ectrernat (n,* + r,,*)-

For convenience, we use retters arbrcrd
to denote the size of the graphs
A*, B* rC* and D. respectiruly.
Cleaily

a(nrarn):

rc*(o-lX,-0)+ (";"),

(1)

b(n,

c(nra,
d(n,a,

n) = **(";.),
x) =

(2)

k, + (o -

*)(r_

a)

+ (";"

)

n) = n*(a-lXo -z)+( "-;*r)

The following result is of interest,
we quote

(3)

,

(4)

it here for later use.

Theorem 7 (Bauer, Broersrna, Li and

connectioity rc on n rsertices where
*
independent aertices is at least n

*

letdyay,, [1J) Let G be a graph of
,- Z.
If th;'a"gru sum of any three

rc, then G is hamiltonian.

In section 2, we.prove that B*(n, rc) is the
unique extremar BC-crosed
graph of order n with connectivity
r ex_cept for (ij n e [2re * J,Jrc _ 2],
(ii) rz 6s*8,rc

=

(iii)n:6o *5,x':2a*2and(iv)

n:
2x + L. In the exceptionai cases, the
extremal graphs are also werl
=2**3,
characterized. As for noohamiltonian
ca^se, we prove th,at B*(n, rc)
is the
unique extremal BC-closed nonhamiltonian
of
n
with
$aph
connectivity rc
except for n € [z*! B,Br 2].
we conjectureihut th" same conclusion
is
true for n € l2n *i,Jrc 2]. in section
B, we pr"r"ot .ome conjectures on
extremal BC-closed graphs with given
indepenience number, and. extremal
BC-closed (n, o,r)-graphs.
3K, K

2

:

BC-closed graphs with given connectivity

In this section, we characteirnextremal
BC-closed graphs with given con_
nectivity as well as extremal nonharniltonian
BC-cd*a gr.phs with given
connectivity. Also we study extremar
BC-closei ,.*0, with given inde.
pendence aumber' some conjectures
are ofiered foi the characterization
of

extremal BC-closed (n, o,r)_graphs.

Lemma 8 suppose G is a BC-crosed non-comprete
graph of order n with
connectiuity x. Then n ) 2n L.
*
D

I

Proof: since G is not complete, suppose u and u are two non-adjacent
vertices. siace G is BC-closed, d(u) + d,(u) 1n 1.
since G is r_connected,
d(u),d(u) ) rc. Henceforth we deduce that n ) -2n l.
*

t

Lemma

I

If G is an eatremal BC-closed non-complete graph of ord,ern with
connectiaity n, then e(G) > e(B*(n,n)).

Proof: Because B*(n,r) is a BC-closed non-complete graph of order
with connectivity rc, therefore e(G) > e(B*(n,r)) if i is extremal.

rz

i
Proposition 1o The ectr.,mal BC-closed, non-complete graph of ord,er :
n
2*
+ L or 2n* 2 with connectivity ti is

unique,

it is B.(i, ni.

Proof: rf. n - 2n * l, then, since G is BC-closed and has connectivity
r,
everyvertex iu G\c is of degree r, where c is a rc-cut of G. so
G has r* 1
vertices of degree r, and they all joiu to vertices in
c. Therefore these rc * I
vertices are independent. since G is extremd,, G[clmust
be complete. Thus
G * B*(n, n).
If n = 2n * 2, then the subgraph induced by vertices of degree greater
than r is complete. If the nuhber of vertices with degree no less than
r * I is
more than r * 2, then each of these vertices is of degree at
least fi +2. sincg

G is BC-closed and r-connected, we eod up with G-= Kr**r,
a contradiction
to the assumption that G is not complete. so we n."" pro""d th;t
c i*
at least r vertices of degree r. Again for G to be extremal, G has to
be
isomorphic to B*(n,rc).
I

Next we examine

if.

B*(nrrc) is an extremal BC-closed non-complete graph

of order n with connectivity r when n ) Zn * l. But first we review
the
following classical result (see
p lZ, Exercise 8.1.6.).
[2],

Theorem 11 The cornplete graph Kn (n ) B) contains
l(n _ L)/2j
disjoint
hamiltonian cycles.

edge-

With this theorem, we ce.n show the existence of a r-regular graph on
r*t vertices for any r and t such that, > 0 and r(r*t) is
to ru.t, it,

is even, then take rl2 edg*disjoint hamiltonian cycles irom".,r"r.
K,ar, they iorm
a r-regular graph of order r * ti if r is odd (without loss of generaliiS ,ry

t)

1), then r*t is even, since K,r.s
ha"s (r+t)/2- 1 edge_disjoint
hamiltonian
cycles, the remaining edges (not
in any oithe lr+tS1i-_thamiltonian
cycles)
form a perfect matchinjof K'+t. Now
we take (r
L)rzham,tonian
cycles
and the perfect matching, they again
form a ,-.Lg,il; graph of order r t;
*
call a graph armost ,-rrgiroi if every vertex
in
the graph has degree r
except a single vertex with degree _
r 1.

-

Now if r(r + l) is odd .oJ t > 0, then
both r and r * I are odd and
t > 2. We can construct an almost r-regular
graph of order r * I as follows:
Take (r + 1)/2 edge-disjoiut hamiltooiu,o
.y.Io'from K,+r which induce a
(r * l)-regular graph Gr+r.Remove (,
+., i tliz-"Jg", rro* G"11 along one
hamiltonian cycle of G,+, so that the
cycle betmes-the union of an isolated
vertex and (6 + t 1)/2 independent
cruJy Le resulting graph is
almost r-regular.
"dg"r.

Proposition 12 suppose G is an ectremar
thatZrc+g< nlBn- 2. Then
e(G)

BC-crosed graph of order n such

- { f[;:,1i;?ltitzrc +2)ta] ,i :;::T;,

Furthermore, if n : 2p with p or K od,d,,
g ? Kx* {Kp_*+r,Gp_*_r}; il
n - 2p with both p and K euefl' then, .tlen
a
.with singre eoception that p : g and
/c : 6, the degree sequetuce of
G is either

rrL,r--1,(;g,eEJ)

(5)

Pp-xx

(p-2,W,e,f-1,.-,n_1).
p-2

p-x+l

(6)

;

In the case when rl = 16 and rc:6, G is isomorphic
to 8.(16,6), Ks*
{K1,3K2, Ks} or Ka * {p4,gKz}.
If n - 2p + t then the degree sequence of G can
only be either

(Pr"'rPtD - 1,'...n
-

---

1)

(7)

or
(p

- Irpr... tptn - lr...,n n-n-L

ThereforeGl B.(n,n) if

Zrc

(8)

1).

E

+3 < n 13n-2 erceptn:I6,rc = 6.

Proof: Let G be an extremal BC-closed graph of order n with connectivity
rc such that 2rc+3 < n I 3n- 2 (notice that r > 5). Let C be arc-cut of G.
Since every vertex in G\ C has degree at most n - n - 1, we assume that the
ma>rimum degree of vertices in G \ C is n - K -c
- 1 for some non-negative
integer r. Consider two cases:
Case1.

n*i1n-rc-x-1.

Clearly G has at least K * a vertices
degree sequence of G is bounded by

(n*a....,n*a. n- n-a-L.....n-

with degree at most K +

r.

So the

rc-x-L. n-1....-n-1).

fg)

t<+o

Therefore

=
:

(rc*a)2

* (" -

2b(n,rc) +r(5rc

2n

- x)(n- K-, -

1)

* r(n -

1)

*2x 1L -2n).

We know that e(G) > b(n,r) and o ) 0. Therefore, 5n*2x+ 1 - 2n ) 0.
To ma>rimize e(G), we just need to ma:<imize n,i.e., set o : l(n-2n-2)12).
Notice that for such o, we have 5x+2a + 1- 2n) A since n 13rc -2.

(i) If n is even, then n :2(x,*o * 1) and n - K - o - 1 : n*r * 1.
If r(rc * o) is even, thea we have an r-regular graph G, on r f r vertices.
Let Ilr - K* * lK,a2rG,\. Clearly I/r realizes the integer sequence (9)
(so e(I/r) : f@)12). Moreover, Hr is BC-closed, non-complete and has
connectivity rc. Since G is extremal, e(G) : f (x)12 and the degree sequence
of G is the same as that of. Hr. Therefore G has the structure as f{ for some
G,, d o-regular graph of order K + a.
If c(rc * c) is odd, then the integer sequence (9) is not realizable. Thus
ze(G) < /(") - 1. Let G', be an almost o-regular graph of order n * a. Let

H2 - K* * {K,+z,Gi}. Again I/2 is an BC-closed, non-complete graph of
order n:2(rc * o * 1) with connectivity rc.
Since G is extremal and e(Hz)
- f(a)12 - 1, we deduce that e(G) f (x)12 t.

-

(ii) If n is odd, then n :2(x + o)+ 3 and n- n- n - 1 : r *a*2.
Let Hs - K** {K,+s, G,} if c(r*r) is even, K** {K,+r,G',} otherwise,
where G, and G', arc defined as in (i). Similarly we have €(G) : f (r)12 or
f @)lZ - 1 aceording as a(n* o) is even or odd.
Case2.

n+x)n-rc-a-1.

Now the degree sequence of G is bounded by
(

10)

Hence

-- (n- *- 0- lX" - r) +rc(rz- f)
: 2b(n,n)+n(n- E- o - 1) * rc(rc*r).
g'(r): K'-n < 0, g(r) is monotone decreasin8. To maximtz,e g(x),
- l(n -t)lZ - rl.
(iii) If n, is odd, then n. :2(n + o) + 1. Let He - K** {K,+t,G,} if
c(rc * o) is even, K* * {K,+t,,G',} otherwise, where G, and G', arc defined
n*o and ,r+o+ x*a:n- 1, we seethat
as in (i). Since n- K-o-L:

Since
we set a

is BC-closed, non-complete and has connectivity r.
(iv) If z is even, then n -- 2(* * r). Let Hs - K* * {K,,G,-1} if
(o - 1)(r * o) is even, K** {K,rG'r-r} otherwise, where G,-r is an (c - 1)regular graph on r * c vertices and, G!-1 is an almost (c - l)-regular graph
on rc * c vertices. It is easy to verify that I/s is a BC-closed, non-complete
graph with connectivity rc.
From above we see that there is a BC-closed, non-complete graph of
order n with connectivity r whose size is Lg@)lZ). Since G is extremal, and
6(G) < g@)12, we deduce that e(G) : s(a)12 or g(a)12 - 1 according as
x(n t c) is even is even or not.

l&

Combine the two cases above we see
that for n

e(G)
Notice that (/(a-1).and (e(c) 1)/2 f(*
-

-

r > 5). Therefore

= 2(n* o) or 2(* +r) + 1.
t)/zl,Lg@)/zJ}.

: max{ Lf(* -

r)l?:g(r)/,?=:1.?if n:z(n+o) (thus ,> 2);
- r)/2 : .12 - z if n = 2(n* r) * 1 (recar that

i! n : 2(rc * a),
- { lf )',- 1)/2J ifn:2in+rj+t
'tLg@)lz|

e(G)

We observe that s(G) > b(n, rc) unless
n
7 -2n) : 1, i.e., t : 2rr : 6 rri n=
16.

= 2(n*o) and (o _

1)(Src

*2a _

Furthermore, if n : 2p with p ot tr,odd,
then G K*+{Kp_*+r,Go_^_r},
where Gp-x-r is ap;rl-regulargraph onp-l= r".ti""r. rf.n:2pwith
both p and rc
excep-t p = g and rc
- 6, th" degree sequence of G
is either (5) or"t"oi.then,
(6).
suppose G is an extremar BC-crosed
non-complete graph of order 16
with connectivity 6. If the maximum degree
of ,ur'ti""" in G \ c is 9, then
G -8.(16,0). If else, then the degree
sequence
=
of G is either

(6,

!, "

' ,7 ,8, 8, 8,

6

Therefore G is isomorphic to lo" of
-8.(16, ui .I(.
{P4,3K2} (where Pa is a path on 4 vertices).
If n 2p+t then the degree sequence oi G

:

Finalry ihu

p-or of profrsition

12 is

* {Kr,JK2, Ks}and

.I(o

+

onry' be either (7) or (8)'
(g

".o
completed.

Proposition 18 If G is an ettrernar BC-crosed non-complete
graph of ord,er
n with connectiaity rc such that n Br L, then
= G = B*(n,rc) with two
etceptions (i) whenn: ox r8 and, n:2s'+s,
G-is isomorphic to either
B*(r, n) or K* I {K,+2, G,} with G, being o
,-rrgutotr graph on Z(x * L)
a-erticeq (ii) whenn:6a*5 and n=2ciz,
a.(rrx) is

fact, if n : 6a * 5 and n : 2x * 2, then
10

not extremal. In

^tr1\ _
c\u/
Furthermore if

| (1, +2)(8o +7)12 il ,
\ (, + \Qax + B)12 if x

x is eaen, then the degree

is eaen,
is odd.

sequence

ol G is
(11)

4r+3

2o*2

If x is odd,, then the d,egree sequence of G is
(3x

* 1.3c-|!.

. . 3r

* 2. 6c + 4- . . .6r + 4).

(12)

Proof: Suppose G is an extremal BC-closed non-complete graph of order
n with connectivity'rc such that n : 3r - 1. Let C be a rc-cut of. G. Since
every vertex in G \ C ha.s degree at most n - K - 1, we ixsume that the
maximum degree of vertices in G \ C is n - K - a - I : 2x - t -2 with
o ) 0. Consider two cases:

- c -2,i.e. r ) 2a *3.
Clearly G ha.s at least n * a vertices with degree at most t$ + o. So the

Case 1. R +

o <-2n

degree sequence of G is bounded by

r*o

x-t-l

Therefore

ze(G) S f

(r)

_ (n*x)2 *(2x- r -2)(*: 2 b(n, x) - a(x, - 2x - 3).
1

c

-

1)

* r(n -

1)

b(n,rc). Together with Lemma 9, we see that e(G) - b(n, n).
This time we must have o(/c - 2a - 3) : 0 and the degree sequence of G
has to be the integer sequence (13). If c : 0 then it is easy to verify that
G a B*(n,r). If c ) 0 then r - 2a *3 and n -- 6c*8. Those vertices with
degree 3a*4 and n-1 induce a complete subgraph. Those of degree 3c*3
So e(G)

11

induce an o-regular subgraph. Such a graph exists, Kzr+e* {K,+zr3K,+r}
is an example.

Case2. n*n)2x,-n-2, i.e. r 12a*2.
The degree sequence of G is bounded by

(2n-a-2.....2n-a-2.
2n-l
Hence

S (2*- a -2)(2n- 1) +rc(rz- 1)
_ 2b(n,r)+ (r -2a- lXr- 1) -o - 1.
This indicates that if rc S 2a * | then e(G) 1 b(n,r), thus G is not
2

e(G)

extremal, a contradiction. So we must have n:2a * 2. Thus n:6x * 5.
The maximum degree of vertices in G\C is at most n- n- n- 1 - 3x *2.
If o is even, then the degree sequence of G is bounded by (11). If r is odd,
then the degree sequerae of G is bounded by (12).
We prove that in either ch-se, there is at least a BC-closed, non-complete
graph of order 6c * 5 with connectivity 2a * 2 whose degree sequence is
the corresponding integer sequence grren above. In fact, let I/o : Kz,+z *
{2K,+I,GL} if c is evenl Kz,+z + {zK,+r,G':} if a is odd, where G', is an
r-regular graph of order 2c*l and Gf is ao almost c-regular graph of order
2a * t. Since G is extremal and 116 is a BC-closed, non-complete graph
of order 6c * 5 with connectivity 2o { 2, we deduce that e(G) - e(Ha)
and the degree sequence of G has to be the same as that ol Ha. Therefore
e(G) > 6(6r * 5,2x ! 2), that is, B*(6c * 5,2t * 2) is not extremal.
The combination of Case I and Case 2 proves Proposition 13.
I

Proposition 14 Let G be an ertrernol BC-closeil graph of orilern with connectiaity n<nf\. ThenGd B* withasingle etceptionthat, if n
-3n and
n:2x *l then eitherG = B*(n,rc) or K**G, withG, being a a-regular

graphonn-n

aertices.

Proof: Since n ) 3x, G is not complete. Let C be a r-cut of G. Then the
manimum degree of vertices in G\ C is no more than n - n- 1. Suppose the

t2

maximum degree of vertices in G \ C is n - K -o - 1 for some non-negative
integer a. If. u € G\ C such that d(u) : n - K - a- 1, then those n * a
vertices not adjacent to u has degree at most n * a. Thus we see that the
degree sequence of G is always bounded by

(x

* t.-..x * a. n - n - x -L.....n - n - a - t t

..*

1).

tz-2x

Therefore

2e(G)

:

-n- '-1) *n(n-1)
;:e::)::e_?1"

Equalityholds if and only if (i) r:0 and thus G = B'(n,r) or (ii) nlx-_
n- K-o- 1 and n:\3r. In case (ii), r --2c* 1 and everyvertex in G\C
has degree 3s * 1. For every such c there always exists at least one such
graph. The graph Ht - Kz,+r * {Kr,,rLKr+r} is such an example. I
As a remark, the extremal BC-closed non-complete graphs of order rz with
connectivity ,6 axe completely characterized with the above four
2x Lr2rc 2, or n =
propositions. B*(nrr) is extremal only if n
and n:2a f2), or
1 (except
16,r:6, or
Now we study extremal nonha,miltonian BC-closed graphs with given connectivity. First we consider the set of the extremal BC-closed graphs with
connectivity that are not B'(n,n). If ,c 1, then every graph G h is
hamiltonian. Suppose G e and r 2.

n:6a*5

n:3rr

:

I

I

:

)

!

*
n)3n.

I

(i)2n+3< n13n-2.
(a) Suppose n:2p where p is odd if r is even. In this case we have G =
K**{trip-"+r,Gr-^-r}. Since 2p) 2n*3, wehavep-r*1 2 3. Compress
Kp-xtr of G into a single vertex, we get a graph G' with at most 2(p - l)

vertices. Notice that the closure
Therefore G is hamiltonian.

of.

A is complete, so G' is hamiltonian.

(b) Suppose ,? : 2p with both p and r even.
Assume that the degree sequence of G is (5). If p- x,:2, then G : K**
{Pu,M*} where Pa is a path on 4 vertices and M* is set of. nll independent
13

edges. It is easy to see that G is
hamiltonian. If p _ K 3, then again
we
compress those vertices of degree
p, weget a ham,tonian graph. This arso
implies that G is hamiltonian.
Now assume-that the degree sequence

)

of G is (6). Then G K* +
=
is an almort (p _ , _ t;_."gular graph
on
p-l vertices. Notice that p >,+ 2> 4. Appiy the
same method, we can
prove that G is hamiltonian.
evident that both Ke*
{K.,,JK2, K3} and K6 * {pu,3Kr} ur"hamilt"riljri:
{Ke-*t1,G'o-^-r] yherl

G,o_'*_,

(ii)n:$rc-1.
(a) Suppose n:6a+g and rc
=2a*3, and g = K**{K,a2,G,}
with G" being a o-regular graph on B(r
* 1) vertices. Clearly if o _ 0 then
G = B*(8,3). suppos e p > 1. Then with
th; same method (compress /(,+z)
we ce.n see that G is h#niltonian.
(b) suppose = 6'+ b and r 2c 2.
= * rf x is even, then the degree
'?
sequence of G is
(11). If o = 0 then G = B.(i,2). Now
assume that
o ) 1' Since the degree sum of any three ind"pendelt
vertices is at least
3(3o { 2) : n* rc * (,
- 1) ) n * r, by fh*ru* 7,7 i. nr-iltonian.
If o is odd, the''- the degree sequence of G is
(r2). If o - 1 then G E
Ke * {K.,JK2} and G is hamiltoniau.
S,rppo*'r-i ,. Then, again by
Theorem 7, G is hamiltonian.

(iii) n 2 3r.
This time n =lx and rc
=2x*1, and G = K**Grwhere G, is an
o-regular graph on n r vertices.
since the minirlum degree of vertices
in G is 3a * 1, the sum of any three independent
vertices in G is at least
3(3or1)

-

(6o+B)+ (2r+rj

+(r_lJ :

"i.+(r_1)

that o > 1). Again, by Theorem Z, C i, h.*ittooi.o.'

> n*x(notice

From the discussion above we conclude
that

Theorem LE The ectremar nonhamiltonian
BC-crosed graph of ord,ern with
connectirsity n is uniquely B*(n, n)
if n : 2n*I, 2n1 2 o, n ) Brc _ L. graph

,f

t4

Proof: It suffices to prove that .8.(6o * 5,2a + 2) is the unique
extremal
nonhamiltonian BC-closed graph of order 6o 5 *ith
+
2x + 2.
suppose G is such an extremal graph. From the proof "oooectivity
of proposition 13, we
can assume, without loss of generality, that the maximum
degree of vertices
in G\ C isSa *2 where C is a (2r+2)-cut of G. Next weproveby
con_
tradiction that G d B*(6s * b,2x + 2). three independent
degree sum of
:2 b(6x*5 ,2x+2)'supposethisisf alse,ihenbyThe*"*Jand,Thiorem
hweseethattheindep
+_2) (2*- 1) +.(x +- 1) (2 x
1) (2 x J +) ex + z)-b(6x*5, 2x*z)-ini,
2x.Sincexi\wededucethate(G) < 6(6c * b,2a *'2),, a
"ootrJi"ii.". --I
completes the proof of Theorem lb.

*

I

*

For 2r +3 < n l Jn- 2, the problem is open. However
I conjecture that
the same statement holds for n in this range.

conjecture lG

Theigraph B*(n, n) is also the unique edremal nonhamilto_
nian BC-closed graph of ordern with connectiaity rc
for2*+g ( n ( Bx_2.

It is not hard to prove that the conjecture is true for rc _- b. Also we can
prove that the conjecture is true for z : 2* 4 through
+
2n + 6.
order n with independence number graph in nonh-amiltonian,
Bo * 1
- is
By counting G1 and G1 \ fsB.(n,K).
i

Other related problems
Problem L

BC-closed, graphs with giuen independence number

clearly G* : Kn-o +
^9. is the unique extremal BC-closed graph of order
rz with independence number o provided that n I 2"'. rt
; 2o, then
B*(rra-l) is BC-closed with independence number a. Therefore >the number
of edges in extremal BC-closed graphs of order n with independence
number
a 1nf2 is at least b(n,a - 1). If a:2 then clearly B*(;,1) is the unique
extremal BC-closed graph of order n with independence number
2. For B <
a < nf 2 the problem is open, but I ofer the foilowing conjecture
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conjecture 17
graph of order n

The graph B*(n,a
1) is the uniqae ectremal BC-closed,
2a with inilependenee numbero g.

-

)

j

Not surprisinglS the conjecture is true for n :Zc,r 2o + l and 2a
* 3.
graph of order
with independence of degree a vertices of degree then u is not Therefore
by
extremal, vertices G has the B*(2o, a- 1). grrpl of order zc'*l with
set of G.
H^9ha.s degreeat with d(ur) <
\S. (rr, o;)Thettegr""
e(B*(musthauewegetx:

,S, so

d(u;)2a we get

2

o has to be to any vertex a* l, and thus graph of order 2o+2 with has
^g
a vertex degree at most number d e(G,) I c(n _ lra _ 1, a _ Z)c(n,,etd
_
1) - o * 5. such that have G is at most G is extremal, degree n
--!.
Therefore B*(2a *2,a
1) and It is possible
so the deduce every other vertex \.g such that can see, or. rf at : c(n
-

c-l).

a*l*c(n-l,o, cr-l) : c(nte,d-1)-a-3, a*l*c(n-l,of -E for i = 1,2. suppme G has r have degree at most is a
and the sequence of G is d(rr), . - . ,n-rr).sumof oerticesisictremal,aerteainG
has a neighbor S . il(w;) : c for of the u;,s 4*(o-l)(o*B)2_ c(n,
a,, a-L) _2.
1,

o,

\,

suppos'ortuz

Then

This generalitS two vertices

u1 is

adjacent to some vertex in .g,

,ry u2. Clearly

ur. Since il(ur) S \S. vs) /d(ur) : c, we have bounded by a*1,2a*3
"\t
with set of G. If vertex and using B*(Za* B, a 1).
of order with independence n - a induce d"gr"e at least set of G. If
connectivity r Proposition 14,
As before we

in characterizing extremal BC-closed nonha,miltonian graphs of order n with indepeadencelumber a. rL n 2o,
then
clearly G
Ko-o + ^9". Suppose n
2a.
Then,
by
Theorem B, the connec= isat
tivity rcof.G
most o-1. If r
then Ge- B*(n,o-r). Insteadof
proving Conjecture 17, one may try to attack the following conjecture first.
a,re interested

)
=o-l

conjecture

lE

(

The graph B'(nro
r) is the unique ectremal BC-closeil
nonhamiltonian graph of order n 2a with indep"oi"nu number a 3.

Clearly Conjecture

)

-

l? implies Conjecture 1g.
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)

with K,_o +

&; no-nhamiltonian, BC-closed possible $aph K,_o +
Now a'ssume Theorem 3, contra.diction
nfl.n
*"- s- 'at v' q - connectivity^g".
-t
of
G is e(.B.(n,d 1)), extremal.
"ti. "--I.
-

Problem 2 Nonhamiltonian

I

BC_closed, graphs

From [4], we know tha.t A*(n,2,1) is
the unique extremal
nonhamiltonian graph of order n. since
Ai(n,i, r) i, also BC_closed,
it is also the unique extremar. nonhamirionian BC-crosed
graph of
:*::1r:,

Problem B BC-closed nonhamiltonian (nro,
x)_graphs
Notice that the extremar nonhamiftonian
(n, a, rc)-graphs A* (for n < 2a),
D* (for 2a 1n .-2a** 2) and c* (for
n
)2"'i'*'-2) arcnot BC-closed
_
except for o = r * 1' It
is desirable to characterize extremal BC-closed
nonhamiltonian (nro,rc)-graphs. The reason
is because, by Bondy-Chvrital
lemma, that the hamiltoniciiy of a graph
and its closure are just the same.
so in practice, we always tesi the himiltonicity
of the closure of the graph.
That is we basicalry just work on BC-crosed
srrpn* rherefore adding the
condition of BC-crosedness to our original
p.of,b* is nlturar. The problem
of characterizing extremar BC-closed
nonhamiltonian (n,orr)_graphs is still
open. However we offer the following
conjecture:

(n,o,rc)-graph. r= 1B*(n,r;lff n:
Ifn:
lf
nonhamiltonian (n, rc + l, BC _' closed.
and particular vertex in the case e(n,
a, x) 2

l

then haveG=

n:2p*1.
u = a* rc ,c

L2 - d - n,- r). This indicates BC-closed
"
+ 1 > 2. Therefore
a : rc * 1, since ry B*(nrx)C*(nra,l). a _ x,

conjecture Lg Let G be an ectremal
BC-crose, non-comprete
a_ C*(n,a,n).
If
n
2a,
<
then
G
\r,o,n)-graph.
If n > 2.-, then G is
isomorhic to E*(nrarn) as shoron in Figure??. '
17

we complete this pap€r by the fo,owing
remark: graphs .a* through
unified structure ,oith p.opurty
fl**"U
"f,*;;;, y *d , * ,ho*o io
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